H-CRANs are envisioned to be promising in 5G wireless networks. H-CRANs enable users to enjoy diverse services with high energy efficiency, high spectral efficiency, and low-cost operation, which are achieved by using cloud computing and virtualization technologies. However, H-CRANs face many technical challenges due to massive user connectivity, increasingly severe spectrum scarcity, and high penetration of energy-constrained devices. These challenges may significantly degrade network performance and user quality of service if not properly tackled. NOMA schemes exploit non-orthogonal resource sharing among multiple users and have received tremendous attention due to their great potential to improve spectral and energy efficiency in 5G networks. This article focuses on the energy efficiency study in a NOMA enabled H-CRAN. Key 5G technologies that can be applied in NOMA H-CRANs to improve energy efficiency are presented. Challenges to implement these technologies and open research issues are discussed. The performance study shows that using NOMA enabled H-CRANs together with the key presented technologies can greatly improve overall system energy efficiency.
IntroductIon
The explosive growth of smart devices, emerging wideband high-rate services such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), and the massive number of devices constructing the Internet of Things (IoT), causes a sense of urgency for designing energy-efficient communication systems in order to achieve environmentally friendly, greenly economic, and sustainable operations. Compared with fourth generation (4G) systems, fifth generation (5G) systems are required to achieve 1000 times higher system capacity, 10 times higher spectral efficiency (SE), at least 100 times higher energy efficiency (EE), 1 ms latency, and 100 times higher connectivity density [1] . As a promising new technology and architecture, heterogeneous cloud radio access networks (H-CRANs) have drawn significant attention from both industry and academia. H-CRANs aim to achieve high flexibility, tremendous capacity, high EE, wide coverage, and cost-effective operation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] mainly by incorporating powerful cloud computing and virtualization technologies into heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
Different from HetNets, in H-CRANs, base stations from different tiers (e.g., macro cells, micro cells, pico cells and femto cells) are decoupled into baseband units (BBUs) and remote radio heads (RRHs). All BBUs construct a BBU pool in a cloud center, and RRHs are deployed close to user equipments (UEs). The BBU pool efficiently performs baseband signal processing (e.g., modulation, coding, radio resource allocation, media access control, and so on) through cloud computing and virtualization technologies, while the RRHs remotely conduct radio transmission/reception processing and convert the radio signals into digital in-phase/quadrature (IQ) signals and vice versa. H-CRANs can greatly increase the flexibility of the network architecture, improve the system SE, and significantly reduce energy consumption and operational expenditures. Moreover, the user quality of service (QoS) can be remarkably improved due to the reduced distance between RRHs and UEs as well as the flexibility to allow UE association with different tiers.
It is envisioned that numerous multiple access technologies will be employed in future H-CRANs in order to mitigate inter cell and intra cell interference and to improve SE and EE. As a new multiple access scheme, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been identified as a promising candidate for significantly improving SE and EE of 5G mobile communication networks [7] . Unlike the conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes, NOMA schemes (such as power-domain NOMA, code-domain NOMA and sparse code multiple access) provide services for multiple users by using non-orthogonal resources. For example, the power-domain NOMA exploits different power levels to provide services for multiple users using the same frequency band and the same time slot. At receivers, successive interference cancellation (SIC) is applied to eliminate the mutual interference caused by using non-orthogonal resources. The non-orthogonality in NOMA technologies has the potential advantages of supporting high SE and EE, massive connectivity, and low transmission latency, but at the cost of a higher level of interference and the increased complexity at receivers [8] [9] [10] .
While H-CRANs have been extensively studied, there has not been much relevant work in NOMA enabled H-CRANs. In [2] , an energy-efficient H-CRAN framework was established. It was shown that both EE and SE can be significantly improved by using H-CRANs. The authors in [3] discussed five key technologies based on cloud computing for H-CRANs. In [4] , challenges for three promising resource allocation schemes for H-CRANs were investigated. Resource sharing in H-CRANs at three different levels (spectrum, infrastructure, and network) was analyzed in [5] . None of these existing works on H-CRANs investigated multiple access schemes, which actually are of great importance in H-CRANs for interference mitigation, EE and SE improvement, and low-cost operation. Thus, different from previous works, this article focuses on the key technologies and challenges of employing NOMA in H-CRANs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the following section, the H-CRAN architecture and the implementation of NOMA are discussed. Then promising technologies, particularly related to applying NOMA to H-CRANs, are elaborated. These technologies include massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), cognitive radio (CR), millimeter-wave (mmW) communications, wireless charging, cooperative transmission, and device-to-device (D2D) communications. Challenges and open issues for these technologies are then presented. The article concludes in the final section.
noMA EnAblEd H-crAn ArcHItEcturE
The system architecture of a NOMA enabled H-CRAN is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of macro-cells, micro-cells, pico-cells, and femto-cells. Macro-cells or micro-cells with high power antennas implemented as remote radio heads (RRHs) normally provide large coverage areas but relatively low data rates (e.g., in urban, suburban and rural areas), while pico-cells or femto-cells with low power RRHs are usually deployed in areas with small coverage needs but requiring high data rate transmission. Unlike the conventional Het-Nets, radio resource allocation and media access control in H-CRANs are performed in the BBU pool. The links connecting RRHs and the BBU pool can be wired (e.g., optical fiber) or wireless (e.g., millimeter-wave). The actual choice depends on the operational/deployment costs and channel conditions. It is expected that both wired and wireless links will be exploited in future H-CRANs.
In order to cater to diverse service requirements and cells with different scales, and also to improve the operational efficiency, OMA and NOMA can coexist and can be used in both uplink and downlink of H-CRANs. Specifically, OMA is more appropriate for femto-cells, where the number of UEs is normally low and user high data rates are desirable. Furthermore, in a small area, channel diversity can be limited, making OMA a more suitable choice. On the other hand, NOMA is a desirable scheme for cells that requires a high connectivity density and frequent small data rate transmissions, for example, in large-scale shopping centers or some typical Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The combination of OMA and NOMA is desired in scenarios where both massive UE connectivity and high data rates are required. For example, the combination of orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) and NOMA is well suited for multi- In order to cater to diverse service requirements and cells with different scales, and also to improve operational efficiency, OMA and NOMA can coexist and can be used in bothuplink and downlink of H-CRANs.
ple neighboring femto-cells, where different subbands can be allocated to different femto-cells, and each subband exploits NOMA to provide services for one femto-cell. Moreover, different NOMA schemes and OMA schemes have their own favorable application scenarios, which depend on the trade-off between the achievable performance and implementation complexity. As an example, power-domain NOMA can be used if the channel conditions from different RRHs to UEs have sufficient diversity. The study in [5] gave a comprehensive discussion of different NOMA schemes and their respective application scenarios.
The physical-layer framework of a downlink NOMA H-CRAN is presented in Fig. 2a . The BBU pool first selects N users to form a NOMA group based on the system design requirement and the channel state information (CSI) feedback. It then performs adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) on N data sources from N users and also allocates power and resources to them. Ultimately RRH transmits the superimposed NOMA signal to UEs. After a UE receives the superimposed NOMA signal, it uses SIC to sequentially decode each user's signal following a defined decoding order. This decoding process stops once the user decodes its own signal from the received composite NOMA signal.
KEy tEcHnologIEs In noMA EnAblEd H-crAns
In this section, key enabling technologies for NOMA H-CRANs are elaborated and related performance studies are presented.
MAssIvE MIMo wItH noMA
Applying NOMA in H-CRANs inevitably imposes extra interference among UEs due to the usage of non-orthogonal resources. The interference can be mitigated by more powerful cloud computing based baseband signal processing in the BBU pool, which also greatly facilitates massive MIMO, in which each RRH can be equipped with a high number of antennas (e.g., 100 or more). Massive MIMO with NOMA in H-CRANs can significantly improve EE and SE of NOMA H-CRANs while requiring only simple linear signal processing approaches [11] . Moreover, multi-user detection (e.g., SIC for power domain NOMA, a message passing algorithm for code domain NOMA) can be moved into the BBU pool, which greatly simplifies the structure of RRHs and makes it feasible for RRHs to be cost-efficiently deployed in a large-scale area. Furthermore, massive MIMO with NOMA can provide a high number of degrees of freedom and suppress inter-cell and intracell interference by performing precoding of UEs' signals in the spatial domain. Figure 2b compares EE achieved by using the power-domain NOMA scheme with that obtained by using the time-division multiple access (TDMA) scheme in a downlink femto-cell. EE is defined as the ratio of the total rate to the total power consumed by RRHs. The number of UEs is five and the number of downlink RRHs is three. The constant power consumption of RRHs is 10 dBm. The number of antennas of each RRH is set to 100, 150 and 200, respectively. The inter-RRH distance is 100 m. UEs are uniformly distributed. From Fig. 2b one can see that EE achieved by using NOMA is higher than that obtained by using TDMA. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2b , the maximum EE increases with the number of RRH antennas due to a higher diversity gain provided by more RRH antennas. cognItIvE rAdIo wItH noMA CR is envisaged to alleviate the increasingly severe spectrum scarcity problem due to various reasons including fixed spectrum allocation strategy, ubiquitous wireless device access demands, and the ever increasing capacity requirements. CR enables unlicensed UEs to use the spectrum resources allocated to licensed UEs in an opportunistic mode, spectrum-sharing mode, or a sensing-sharing mode. Research shows that SE can be greatly enhanced by using CR. Several standards have Recently, the exploitation of NOMA in CR has been considered in 3GPP-LTE. It was shown that both SE and EE can be improved by using NOMA in CR networks compared with these achieved by using the conventional OMA [12] . Moreover, the combination of NOMA and CR is facilitated in H-CRANs, where spectrum sensing, spectrum assignment, power allocation, and interference control can be effectively performed in the BBU pool with powerful cloud computing technologies. An additional advantage of applying NOMA with CR in H-CRANs is that multiple unlicensed UEs can be served simultaneously, which is less likely in OMA unless multiple frequency resources are available.
There are three operation paradigms for realizing the combination of NOMA with CR in H-CRANs. Figure 3 shows the corresponding frame structure for each operation paradigm. Under opportunistic spectrum access, the frame structure consists of a sensing slot and a data transmission slot. Multiple unlicensed UEs can simultaneously access the frequency bands owned by the licensed UEs using NOMA only when the licensed UEs are detected to be inactive. In this case, high performance spectrum sensing algorithms are required in the BBU pool, and the proper choice of the sensing duration is critical to achieve a good trade-off between the QoS of the licensed UEs and the total throughput of the unlicensed UEs. Under spectrum-shar-ing mode, since the unlicensed UEs can coexist with the licensed UEs as long as the interference caused to the licensed UEs is tolerable, the frame structure only consists of the data transmission slot. In this mode, an appropriate power allocation strategy of the unlicensed UEs is crucial so that the QoS of the licensed UEs can be protected and the unlicensed UEs can achieve good performance. Finally, under sensing-sharing mode, which is a hybrid mode of opportunistic access and spectrum sharing, the frame structure also consists of a sensing slot and a data transmission slot. In this mode, the joint design of spectrum sensing algorithms, the sensing duration, and the power allocation strategy is important to achieve a high SE.
The optimal selection of the CR operation mode in NOMA H-CRANs depends on the tradeoff between the achievable performance and the implementation complexity. In particular, the sensing-sharing mode can be selected if a high implementation complexity can be afforded in the BBU pool. The reason is that it can provide good performance due to the flexible power allocation strategy based on the spectrum sensing result. Thus, a high transmit power level of down-CR is envisaged to alleviate the increasingly severe spectrum scarcity problem due to various reasons including fixed spectrum allocation strategy, ubiquitous wireless device access demands, and the ever increasing capacity requirements. link RRHs or uplink UEs can be used when the licensed UEs are detected to be inactive, whereas a low transmit power level is chosen when the licensed UEs are detected to be active. If a low implementation complexity is preferred, the spectrum sharing mode is selected due to its facilitated implementation. The opportunistic access mode can be selected in the case that the interference to the licensed UEs is required to be strictly controlled (e.g., IEEE 802.22 for the TV bands). Figure 4a shows the EE of a NOMA cognitive micro-cell versus the maximum transmission power of the unlicensed RRH. The spectrum sharing mode is applied and the TDMA scheme is used as the benchmark for comparison. The simulation results are obtained under the EE/SE maximization objectives with the constraints that the minimum rate of unlicensed UEs is guaranteed and that the maximum tolerable interference power of licensed UEs is not exceeded. The number of unlicensed RRH antennas is five and the number of the licensed RRH antennas is three. The minimum capacity of unlicensed UEs is set to 3 Bits/s/Hz. The interference power is set as 0.1 W or 0.2 W. The variance of noise is 1. The transmission power of the licensed RRH is 1 W. The number of unlicensed UEs is three and the number of the licensed UEs is two. All the channels are Rayleigh flat fading. The constant power consumption is 0.1 W. It can be seen from Fig.  4a that NOMA can provide a higher EE gain than TDMA. The study also clearly shows that there is a performance trade-off between EE and SE.
MIllIMEtEr-wAvE coMMunIcAtIons wItH noMA
The availability of 28, 38, 60, and 73 GHz bands for communications has attracted significant attention to mmWave communications, which normally operate on mmWave bands between 30 and 300 GHz. mmWave communications are considered as an important technology for 5G due to its great potential in providing ultrawide band services, enabling the deployment of large numbers of miniaturized antennas (≥ 32) in a small dimension, and allowing massive connectivity of different devices with diverse service requirements [13] . It can be foreseen that the combination of mmWave communications with NOMA in H-CRANs can further improve SE and accommodate more device connectivity. This combination is deemed appropriate for the urban outdoor environment due to the high UE density, small cell radii (about 100-200 m), and lower mobility. mmWave is also a desirable technology for the fronthaul links between RRHs and the BBU pool, where wide-band services and tremendous capacities are needed.
Since free-space propagation loss depends on the operating frequency, different mmWave frequency bands are appropriate for different services. For example, 57-64 GHz is promoted to provide orders of magnitude gigabit data rates in wireless local area networks. Additionally, spectrum bands up to 252 GHz is potentially suitable for mobile broadband services. In order to give valuable insights on the effect of free-space propagation on the performance of mmWave with NOMA, Fig. 4b shows the average total rate versus the the cell radius achieved by using NOMA and TDMA under the mmWave channel and ultra high frequency (UHF) channel. The path loss model for mmWave channel is L mm (r) = r + 10blog 10 (r) + c mm , where r = 32.4 + 20log 10 (f c ); r is the distance between UE and RRH; f c is the carrier frequency and c mm is the zero mean log normal random variable for the mmWave link. b denotes the path loss exponents [12] . The path loss model for the UHF channel is L UHF (r) = 20log 10 (4p/l c ) + 10blog 10 (r) + c UHF , where c UHF is the shadow fading.
The simulation results are obtained in a mmWave NOMA uplink, where two UEs transmit information to the same RRH. TDMA over the UHF channel is used for comparison. b is 3.3 for the mmWave link while b is 2.5 for the UHF link. The UEs' transmission power is 24 dBm. It is assumed that UEs are randomly distributed. For the UHF link, the carrier frequency is 3 GHz and Figure 4b shows that NOMA is better than TDMA with respect to SE for both the mmWave link and the UHF link. The study also shows that the performance of the mmWave link is greatly influenced by UE locations, which indicates that mmWave is more appropriate for short distance communications.
wIrElEss cHArgIng And noMA
In H-CRANs, a major limitation of the network performance can be battery driven energy-constrained devices such as wireless sensors, mobile phones, and electrical vehicles. Wireless charging technologies that enable energy-constrained devices to replenish energy from surrounding electromagnetic radiations are deemed promising solutions to conquer this limitation [14] . An advantage of exploring wireless charging technologies in H-CRANs is the high power transfer efficiency due to the short distances among RRHs and UEs. Moreover, when wireless charging and NOMA techniques are applied in H-CRANs, NOMA UEs (say group 1) that are close to RRHs can also be energy sources for NOMA UEs (say group 2) far away from RRHs but close to group 1 UEs.
As shown in Fig. 5a , there are two operation modes for RRHs when RRHs are identified as the energy sources for NOMA UEs, namely, the wireless charging mode and the simultaneous wireless charging and information transmission mode. In the first mode, RRHs only provide energy supply for NOMA UEs in the downlink and forward information from NOMA UEs to the BBU pool in the uplink. In the second mode, RRHs transfer energy and transmit information to NOMA UEs simultaneously in the downlink, and harvest energy from NOMA UEs and forward information from NOMA UEs to the BBU pool simultaneously in the uplink. The structures of RRHs and UEs are relatively simple in the first mode while a higher hardware implementation complexity at RRHs and UEs is required in the second mode.
For the second mode, in order to practically realize simultaneous wireless charging and transmission, the received signal has to be split into two parts, e.g., one for energy harvesting (EH) and one for information decoding (InD). Depending on the splitting domain (time, power, antenna), there are different protocols for achieving signal splitting. For the time-domain protocol, the RRH receivers and UE receivers switch in time between EH and InD. For the power-domain protocol, the received signals are split into two signal streams with different power levels by implementing a power splitting component in the receivers, e.g., one stream for EH and one for InD. Finally, the antenna domain protocol requires RRH receivers or UEs receivers to equip the antenna array, and the antenna array is divided into two groups, one group for realizing EH and the other group for achieving InD. The selection of the signal splitting protocol depends on the affordable hardware implementation ability and the size limitation at the receiver. For example, if the receiver has a low hardware implementation ability and has to be in a small dimension (e.g, wireless sensors), the time-domain protocol is deemed more appropriate. Figure 5b shows the minimum transmission power of the micro RRH versus the minimum secrecy rate of UE 1 achieved by using NOMA and TDMA. The simulation is based on a micro NOMA system with energy harvesting. The micro RRH provides simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) service for two NOMA users and one energy harvesting receiver (EHR). Due to the broadcasting nature and the dual function of radio frequency signals, the combination of wireless charging with NOMA is susceptible to eavesdropping. In the simulation, physical layer security technologies are applied to achieve secure communications. The minimum secrecy rate requirement of UE 2, g 2 , is set as 1 b/s/Hz and 2 b/s/Hz. The minimum harvesting energy requirement of the EHR is set to be 10 dBm. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the minimum transmission power of the micro RRH achieved by using NOMA is lower than that required by using TDMA, indicating a higher EE in NOMA than in TDMA.
coopErAtIvE trAnsMIssIon wItH noMA
Cooperative relay transmission has been recognized as an effective technology to extend the service coverage, expand the system capacity, and improve EE by exploiting spatial diversity, especially when the transmission power is limited. Cooperative relay transmission with NOMA in H-CRANs allows UEs with weak channel condition to use UEs with strong channel condition as relays. In the downlink, RRHs transmit information to UEs, and UEs with strong channel conditions can help RRHs to relay information to UEs with weak channel conditions. In the uplink, UEs with strong channel conditions can be identified as relays to help UEs with weak channel conditions transmit information to RRHs. This combination is more promising in H-CRANs since inter-cell and intra-cell interference can be effectively controlled even with massive connectivities by exploiting short-range low power transmissions. Moreover, linear signal processing and relay selection can be performed in the BBU pool. Additionally, this combination can be very helpful in mmWave based H-CRANs since mmWave signal blockages can be reduced by decreasing the transmission distance and selecting proper relaying devices.
The implementation complexity and the communication overhead of applying cooperative relay transmission with NOMA in H-CRANs goes up when the number of NOMA UEs and the relay RRHs increases. It becomes very challenging when there are massive NOMA UEs and relay RRHs. One promising solution is to select and pair nearby NOMA UEs and RRHs to realize cooperative transmission. The pairing procedure can be performed in either a centralized or a distributed manner. For the centralized pairing, the BBU pool collects the CSI and location information from all UEs and RRHs, and then groups them into clusters. For distributed pairing, RRHs group nearby UEs into clusters based on the local CSIs and location information from these UEs. Generally speaking, a higher performance gain can be obtained by using the centralized pairing at the cost of high overhead, whereas the distributed pairing has advantages in flexibility and a low overhead but the performance gain may also be low.
d2d coMMunIcAtIons wItH noMA
With the ever increasing popularity of IoT applications such as smart grid networks, intelligent homes and integrated transportation systems, future 5G systems will encounter enormous direct communications among devices. Different from the conven-tional cellular network where the communication among devices has to go through a base station even when the distance between two devices is very short, D2D communications enable devices to directly communicate with each other. D2D can greatly improve both SE and EE. In H-CRANs, D2D with NOMA allows simultaneous direct communication among multiple UEs [15] . For example, as shown in Fig. 1, UE 1 can use the combination of NOMA with D2D communications to connect with UE 2 and UE 3 . The direct connection between UE 1 and UE 3 is difficult due to the poor channel condition. Instead UE 1 can connect with UE3 with the help of UE 2 . In this case, UE 2 with a strong channel condition is assumed to have full-duplex D2D communications.
There are two ways to realize D2D communications with NOMA in H-CRANs, namely, in-band mode and out-band mode. The in-band mode enables D2D UEs to share the same spectrum with H-CRANs links, whereas D2D UEs exploit the unlicensed spectrum for the out-band mode. The motivation of using the in-band mode is that the interference of the unlicensed spectrum is uncontrollable and the interference caused to H-CRANs links is tolerable. For the out-band mode, mmWave spectrum bands can be favorable candidates. These two modes have their respective pros and cons, and neither is deemed absolutely better than the other. The challenge of achieving D2D with NOMA in the in-band mode is interference management, and thus an adaptive power allocation strategy is of utmost importance. For the out-band mode, the impediment may come from severe shadowing and blockage, which are quite normal in mmWave spectrum bands. Another challenge for the two modes comes from massive device access demands, leading to a prohibitively high signaling and control overhead.
cHAllEngEs And opEn IssuEs
There are many challenges and issues that need to be addressed for these promising technologies. Some of these challenges and open issues are discussed in the following.
Massive MIMO and NOMA: Due to the use of non-orthogonal resources, pilot contamination in massive MIMO may be severe. Although a blind estimation algorithm is efficient to address pilot contamination in OMA systems, it has not been studied in NOMA systems with massive MIMO. How to design a blind estimation algorithm to tackle pilot contamination remains an interesting yet challenging problem. Moreover, the design of optimal precoding for suppressing inter-cell and intra-cell interference requires accurate CSI, but it is extremely difficult to obtain perfect CSI due to the overhead and delay constraints. Thus, how to design robust precoding schemes under imperfect CSI is another challenging problem.
CR and NOMA: The most challenging problem for applying NOMA and CR in H-CRANs is how to control the interference caused by the simultaneous access of multiple unlicensed UEs in order to protect the QoS of the licensed UEs. Specifically, when an opportunistic access mode is used, how to utilize the non-orthogonal characteristics to improve the performance of spectrum sensing needs to be explored. When a spectrum-sharing mode is employed, RRHs simulta-Cooperative relay transmission has been recognized as an effective technology to extend the service coverage, expand the system capacity, and improve EE by exploiting spatial diversity, especially when the transmission power is limited.
neously provide services for multiple unlicensed users at the same band owned by the licensed users. Efficient resource allocation strategies are needed to manage the mutual interference among the unlicensed users and licensed users.
MmWave Communications and NOMA: Most of the existing investigations have studied the application of mmWave to point-to-point communications (e.g., the fronthaul link between one RRH and the BBU pool). How to design novel mechanisms for multiple UEs is an even more interesting yet challenging research problem. The performance in mmW communications highly depends on the environment and antenna gains. Effective beamforming, multi-hop relaying, and medium access control schemes are expected to mitigate issues caused by blockages and intermittent connectivity.
Wireless Charging and NOMA: Wireless charging technologies can use radio frequency (RF) signals as the source for energy harvesting. Thus the transmitted RF signals not only transfer energy for energy harvesting, but also carry data information. Due to the dual function of RF signals, malicious energy harvesting receivers may exist and intercept the confidential transmitted information. Moreover, due to the multicasting nature of NOMA, malicious UEs with better CSIs can decode the confidential transmitted information for UEs with worse CSIs. Thus, the security of H-CRANs with wireless charging and NOMA is an important issue to address. However, there are only a few existing works that investigate the secure transmission problem in this area.
Cooperative Transmission and NOMA: When there are multiple candidates for relaying, how to select a best NOMA UE to relay information is an interesting and important problem. Moreover, when there are massive NOMA UEs and relay RRHs, the design of pairing schemes is critical and needs to be studied in order to achieve a good trade-off between implementation complexity and transmission capacity.
D2D Communications and NOMA: D2D UEs can use the same frequency bands as licensed UEs under inband D2D communications. Thus, it is important to efficiently manage interference so that D2D communications do not disrupt the services for the licensed UEs, especially when there are massive D2D users. The design of optimal power allocation schemes and user clustering are interesting open issues for the implementation of the combination of D2D Communications with NOMA. 
